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Inside vs. Outside

• !-rays
– direct detection of nuclear decays

– direct measurement of Ni mass

– distribution of radioactive material

• Optical (“bolometric”)
– energy balance

• Arnett’s rule à Ni mass

– indirect inference of energy source
• complication: radiation transport

– direct detection of atomic transitions



The Gospel
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Fig. 11.—Decay of 56Ni to 56Fe and 57Ni to 57Fe, illustrating the most significant spin-parity levels and g-ray photons. The most important transitions for g-ray
line astronomy and supernova diagnostics are marked with an asterisk.

seemed to indicate a 57Ni/56Ni ratio that was 5 times the solar
57Fe/56Fe ratio (Suntzeff et al. 1992; Dwek et al. 1992). How-
ever, preliminary fits to the latestUVBRIJHK light curves show
that the cooling time of the remnant is longer than previously
thought (&1 mag per 1000 days; Suntzeff 1998), reducing the
demand for heating from radioactive 57Co. These preliminary
fits give 0.069 M, of 56Co and 0.0033 M, of 57Co (Fransson
& Kozma 1993, 1998; see Fig. 9). This gives a
57Ni/56Ni ratio of twice the solar 57Fe/56Fe ratio and is in rea-
sonable agreement with the ratio implied by the OSSE
measurements.
Only one Type Ia supernova has been seen in g-rays, SN

1991T in NGC 4527 (Morris et al. 1995, 1998; see Fig. 12).
This galaxy is ª17 Mpc distant (determined from Cepheids)
and in the direction of the Virgo Cluster. The supernova was
unusually bright at maximum (0.7 M, of 56Ni; Höflich et al.

1996), and the light curve evolved unusually slowly. The clas-
sification as a peculiar Type Ia event is based on the absence
of the silicon lines so typical in early Type Ia spectra. In ad-
dition, the Fe iii lines were unusually strong at early epochs.
Since no other iron group lines were observed at this time, this
iron was probably not a fresh nucleosynthetic product. The
spectra did become more typical of Type Ia events at later
epochs when the expanding debris became more transparent.
Detection of high-velocity (ª13,000 km s21) iron and nickel
in the outer layers of SN 1991T favors models in which the
subsonic flame front propagates larger distances from the white
dwarf core before making the transition to a detonation. These
types of delayed-detonation models are also consistent with the
velocity profile of most of the other ejecta (silicon, calcium)
seen in SN 1991T. Shigeyama et al. (1993) suggest that de-
tection in the early light curve of the 812 keV g-ray line from
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Fig. 12.—SN 1991T spectrum as measured by COMPTEL, after subtraction
of a background model (adapted from Morris et al. 1995, 1998).

Fig. 13.—Histogram of inferred 26Al/27Al for interstellar grains of various
types (wide hatched columns) and solar system objects (narrow filled columns),
adapted from MacPherson et al. (1995).the decay of 56Ni (Fig. 11) would be direct evidence for de-

layed-detonation models, since the line cannot be seen when
the 56Ni is embedded deeper in other categories of Type Ia
models. However, sub-Chandrasekhar mass models of Type Ia
supernova, especially those of white dwarfs in a binary system,
are discussed as well. These models may be favorable for eject-
ing a larger than average 56Ni mass and seek to explain some
of the other early light-curve peculiarities as arising from in-
teractions of the supernova debris with the thick disk of material
that surrounded the merger.
The tentative COMPTEL detection of the 56Co decay g-rays

indicates that this isotope was present in the outer envelope,
and thus supports extensive mixing scenarios. The COMPTEL
measurement converts into a surprisingly large 56Ni mass, how-
ever, between 1.3 M, (for a distance of 13 Mpc; Morris et al.
1995) and 2.3 M, for the 17 Mpc favored currently (P. Ruiz-
Lapuente 1997, private communication). This requires that al-
most all of the Chandrasekhar mass white dwarf must be turned
into radioactive 56Ni. The OSSE upper limits (Leising et al.
1995) may indicate that the 56Co line flux derived by Morris
et al. (1995) is too high, although the detection itself is con-
firmed at the same 3–4 j significance (Morris et al. 1998).
More detections of Type Ia supernovae in 56Ni are required to
clarify how typical SN 1991T was. COMPTEL and OSSE will
hopefully remain ready to observe any nearby events (for es-
timates see below).

5. ASSOCIATED ASTROPHYSICAL CHALLENGES
5.1. Meteoritic Grains
Although the nucleosynthetic processes occurring in differ-

ent stars generally result in a wide range of isotopic compo-
sitions, by far most of the material from themany stellar sources
that contributed to the protosolar cloud was thoroughly proc-
essed and mixed, which resulted in the essentially isotopically
homogeneous solar system we know today. A small fraction
of the original material, in the form of presolar dust grains,
survived solar system formation and became trapped in prim-
itive meteorites. From their highly unusual isotopic composi-
tions, relative to that of the solar system, these presolar grains

are inferred to have formed in circumstellar atmospheres or, in
some cases, in nova or supernova explosions. Because their
compositions reflect the isotopic and chemical signatures of
their sources, presolar grains provide direct information about
stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis, mixing processes in stars,
the physical and chemical conditions of stellar atmospheres,
and the chemical evolution of the Galaxy (Anders & Zinner
1993; Ott 1993).
There are several interesting parallels between 26Al, 22Na,

44Ti, and 60Fe in g-ray astronomy and in the laboratory study
of presolar meteoritic grains. Enhanced 26Mg/24Mg ratios in the
calcium-aluminum (Ca-Al) rich inclusions of the Allende me-
teorite were the first evidence for live 26Al in the early solar
system (Lee, Papanastassiou, & Wasserburg 1977). Present
compilations (MacPherson et al. 1995), with over 1500 data
points derived from various types of meteoritic samples, con-
firm the enhancements in 26Mg in these old and stable inclusions
of solar system material and show a homogeneous isotopic
ratio 26Al/27Al of ª . This is interpreted as the in situ255# 10
decay of 26Al in the early protosolar droplets (MacPherson et
al. 1995), mainly from the strong correlation of 26Mg excess
with aluminum abundances of the samples. This is direct ev-
idence of an injection of (at least) 26Al into the solar nebula
shortly before solar system formation. The inferred 26Al/27Al
ratio of ª is substantially larger than the ratio of255# 10
2– 26 estimated from g-ray measurements (Diehl et al.3# 10
1995).
Figure 13 compares the inferred initial 26Al/27Al ratio dis-

tributions of presolar grains (corundum, graphite, and silicon
carbide) with the total population of data for aluminum-rich
material (mostly Ca-Al rich inclusions) that represents solar
system aluminum. There is very little overlap between the two
populations. This ensures that these types of meteoritic samples
constitute different observational windows that need not cor-
relate. Rather, each distribution carries imprints of the specific
grain formation or even early solar system processes (see
MacPherson et al. 1995).
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Expectations

• Calculations from different explosion 
models A&A 554, A67 (2013)
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Fig. 1. Spectral evolution of the gamma-ray emission from the delayed
detonation (red) and the violent merger model (dashed black) for di↵er-
ent epochs after the explosion (indicated in the upper left of each panel).
The spectral spread due to di↵erent viewing angles is shown for the
maximum-light epochs of the two models in gamma rays (indicated in
light red for the delayed detonation model in the third panel and in gray
for the merger model in the fourth panel). Part of the e↵ect is obscured
by Monte Carlo noise in particular in the continuum. This problem is
largely removed by using hardness ratios and broadband light curves.
The 56Ni and 56Co emission lines are indicated in the first panel, and
the flux bands C1, L1, and L2 discussed in Sect. 3.2 are depicted in the
second panel.
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Fig. 2. Bolometric gamma-ray light curve (upper panel) and bolometric
UVOIR light curve (lower panel) for the delayed detonation (red) and
the violent merger model (dashed black). The light curve spread due to
di↵erent viewing angles is indicated in light red and gray. The photon
fluxes and the luminosities are normalized to a distance of 1 Mpc.

down-scattering and the additional contamination of likewise
down-scattered higher energy photons. Therefore, the two lines
can only build up if a significant amount of 56Ni is located at
small optical depths (cf. Gómez-Gomar et al. 1998), which di-
rectly connects the occurrence of low-energy 56Ni lines to the
distribution of the radioactive material. These di↵erent distribu-
tions of 56Ni can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 of Röpke et al. (2012),
where it is shown that there is much more 56Ni at higher veloc-
ities in the delayed detonation model than in the merger model.
Furthermore, there is less material surrounding the 56Ni regions
in the delayed detonation model, and the corresponding column
densities are therefore lower than in the merger scenario. This
property is clearly mirrored in the evolution of the gamma-ray
emission, but cannot be inferred easily from measurements in
other wavelength ranges (see e.g. Fig. 3 in Röpke et al. 2012).
The greater optical depths outside the 56Ni region lead to more
e�cient Compton down-scattering and thus a softer spectrum of
the merger model. This is further enhanced by iron-group ele-
ments being confined to lower velocities in the merger, leading
to less photoelectric absorption than in the delayed detonation.

The influence of di↵erent viewing angles on the gamma-ray
spectra is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the maximum-light epochs of
the two models in gamma rays. While the strongest lines of the
delayed detonation model do not show much variation, the asym-
metric structure of the ejecta in the merger model leads to spec-
tral features of varying magnitude. For certain viewing angles,
a distinction between the spectra of the two models can be very
di�cult. The low-energy range of the spectra is still the most
suitable for distinguishing the two models. In the merger model,
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Fig. 1. Spectral evolution of the gamma-ray emission from the delayed
detonation (red) and the violent merger model (dashed black) for di↵er-
ent epochs after the explosion (indicated in the upper left of each panel).
The spectral spread due to di↵erent viewing angles is shown for the
maximum-light epochs of the two models in gamma rays (indicated in
light red for the delayed detonation model in the third panel and in gray
for the merger model in the fourth panel). Part of the e↵ect is obscured
by Monte Carlo noise in particular in the continuum. This problem is
largely removed by using hardness ratios and broadband light curves.
The 56Ni and 56Co emission lines are indicated in the first panel, and
the flux bands C1, L1, and L2 discussed in Sect. 3.2 are depicted in the
second panel.
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Fig. 2. Bolometric gamma-ray light curve (upper panel) and bolometric
UVOIR light curve (lower panel) for the delayed detonation (red) and
the violent merger model (dashed black). The light curve spread due to
di↵erent viewing angles is indicated in light red and gray. The photon
fluxes and the luminosities are normalized to a distance of 1 Mpc.

down-scattering and the additional contamination of likewise
down-scattered higher energy photons. Therefore, the two lines
can only build up if a significant amount of 56Ni is located at
small optical depths (cf. Gómez-Gomar et al. 1998), which di-
rectly connects the occurrence of low-energy 56Ni lines to the
distribution of the radioactive material. These di↵erent distribu-
tions of 56Ni can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 of Röpke et al. (2012),
where it is shown that there is much more 56Ni at higher veloc-
ities in the delayed detonation model than in the merger model.
Furthermore, there is less material surrounding the 56Ni regions
in the delayed detonation model, and the corresponding column
densities are therefore lower than in the merger scenario. This
property is clearly mirrored in the evolution of the gamma-ray
emission, but cannot be inferred easily from measurements in
other wavelength ranges (see e.g. Fig. 3 in Röpke et al. 2012).
The greater optical depths outside the 56Ni region lead to more
e�cient Compton down-scattering and thus a softer spectrum of
the merger model. This is further enhanced by iron-group ele-
ments being confined to lower velocities in the merger, leading
to less photoelectric absorption than in the delayed detonation.

The influence of di↵erent viewing angles on the gamma-ray
spectra is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the maximum-light epochs of
the two models in gamma rays. While the strongest lines of the
delayed detonation model do not show much variation, the asym-
metric structure of the ejecta in the merger model leads to spec-
tral features of varying magnitude. For certain viewing angles,
a distinction between the spectra of the two models can be very
di�cult. The low-energy range of the spectra is still the most
suitable for distinguishing the two models. In the merger model,
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Expectations

• Light curves

A&A 554, A67 (2013)
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Fig. 1. Spectral evolution of the gamma-ray emission from the delayed
detonation (red) and the violent merger model (dashed black) for di↵er-
ent epochs after the explosion (indicated in the upper left of each panel).
The spectral spread due to di↵erent viewing angles is shown for the
maximum-light epochs of the two models in gamma rays (indicated in
light red for the delayed detonation model in the third panel and in gray
for the merger model in the fourth panel). Part of the e↵ect is obscured
by Monte Carlo noise in particular in the continuum. This problem is
largely removed by using hardness ratios and broadband light curves.
The 56Ni and 56Co emission lines are indicated in the first panel, and
the flux bands C1, L1, and L2 discussed in Sect. 3.2 are depicted in the
second panel.
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Fig. 2. Bolometric gamma-ray light curve (upper panel) and bolometric
UVOIR light curve (lower panel) for the delayed detonation (red) and
the violent merger model (dashed black). The light curve spread due to
di↵erent viewing angles is indicated in light red and gray. The photon
fluxes and the luminosities are normalized to a distance of 1 Mpc.

down-scattering and the additional contamination of likewise
down-scattered higher energy photons. Therefore, the two lines
can only build up if a significant amount of 56Ni is located at
small optical depths (cf. Gómez-Gomar et al. 1998), which di-
rectly connects the occurrence of low-energy 56Ni lines to the
distribution of the radioactive material. These di↵erent distribu-
tions of 56Ni can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 of Röpke et al. (2012),
where it is shown that there is much more 56Ni at higher veloc-
ities in the delayed detonation model than in the merger model.
Furthermore, there is less material surrounding the 56Ni regions
in the delayed detonation model, and the corresponding column
densities are therefore lower than in the merger scenario. This
property is clearly mirrored in the evolution of the gamma-ray
emission, but cannot be inferred easily from measurements in
other wavelength ranges (see e.g. Fig. 3 in Röpke et al. 2012).
The greater optical depths outside the 56Ni region lead to more
e�cient Compton down-scattering and thus a softer spectrum of
the merger model. This is further enhanced by iron-group ele-
ments being confined to lower velocities in the merger, leading
to less photoelectric absorption than in the delayed detonation.

The influence of di↵erent viewing angles on the gamma-ray
spectra is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the maximum-light epochs of
the two models in gamma rays. While the strongest lines of the
delayed detonation model do not show much variation, the asym-
metric structure of the ejecta in the merger model leads to spec-
tral features of varying magnitude. For certain viewing angles,
a distinction between the spectra of the two models can be very
di�cult. The low-energy range of the spectra is still the most
suitable for distinguishing the two models. In the merger model,
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Searching – SN 1991T

• 2nd brightest SN Ia since SN 1972E
(SN 1986G was slightly brighter, but heavily extinct)

– first COMPTEL SN
• discovered one week after launch of the Compton 

Gamma-Ray Observatory
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Searching – SN 1991T

• Complication

– 3C273 at only 1.4 degrees

– PSF ~2 degrees
400 ANNALS NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

FIGURE 2. Likelihood map 
for the presence of a point 
source near SN 1991T based 
on combined data from 
observations 3 and 11 and 
from 20-wide energy 
windows around the two 
principal lines of ' V o  
emission. The locations of 
SN 1991T (soBd circle, to the 
left) and 3C273 (solid 
square, to the right) are 
indicated. Source location 
contours at the 95% and 99% 
confidence levels are shown. 
The large circle shows the 
field used in the maximum 

210 200 190 180 170 likelihood analysis. 
Right ascension 2000 (degr) 

inferences required in interpretation of optical observations. Unfortunately the uncertainty 
in the measurement is too large to distinguish between the various type Ia models. A 
nearer type Ia supernova in a galaxy at a well determined distance, such as might be 
obtained using Cepheid variables, will probably be needed for that. However this result 
does demonstrate COMPTEL's ability to detect type Ia supemovae out to the Virgo 
cluster. Using here techniques employed here it should be possible at the least, using the 
full COMPTEL data base, to obtain meaningful upper limits on rates of supernova 
explosions in a manner unaffected by absorption. 
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Searching – SN 1991T

• Detection limits

– 847 kev: 5.3 ± 2.0 ± 1.6 ⋅ 10*+ ,-./ /*0,1*2

– 1238 kev: 3.6 ± 1.4 ± 1.1 ⋅ 10*+ ,-./ /*0,1*2

• Unusually high Ni mass

–456 > (1.3 ± 0.5) 4⊙ for a distance of 13 Mpc

• (actual distance 14Mpc – Saha et al. 2006)

– ‘Unacceptable’ in 1995?

• Chandrasekhar-mass explosions

• Super-Chandra’s not part of ‘main stream’ yet



Searching – SN 1998bu

• Heavily obscured SN Ia

– light echoes observed

• Upper limits on Co !-rays
– 847 keV: 3.1 ⋅ 10'( )*+, ,'-).'/ 21
– 1238 keV: 2.3 ⋅ 10'( )*+, ,- ).'/ (21)

522 R. Georgii et al.: COMPTEL upper limits for the 56Co �-ray emission from SN1998bu

 
 

 

Fig. 5. The flux limit for the 847 keV line, derived from combined
imaging results per each minitelescopes. We fix a source flux at the
position of the SN, and determine the maximum log-likelihood ratio
value for each detector subset. We can add these, as derived from
independent data. We normalize to the log-likelihood ratio of our
best-fit flux value of 0 photons cm�2 s�1. Varying adopted fluxes, we
derive the parabolic behavior near the minimum (see stars). For our
11 independently-varied parameters (one per each detector subset)
we obtain a 2� SN flux limit by increasing the likelihood by 22 units
above the minimum (i.e., 3.1 ⇥ 10�5 photons cm�2 s�1).
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1238 keV
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Fig. 6. The model fluxes for the 847 keV (left) and for the 1238 keV (right) line for di↵erent models versus time after the explosion for a
distance of 11.3 Mpc. The upper limits from the spectral and imaging analysis are also shown. The solid line represents the more sensitive
value from both methods for each line. Note that for the 847 keV line the imaging analysis and for the 1238 keV line the spectral analysis is
more sensitive.

and the ratio of the di↵erent line intensities from the 56Ni de-
cay chain can reveal the ratio between deposited and directly
radiated radioactive energy (e.g. Höflich & Khoklov 1996).

For illustrative purposes and simplification, we may sim-
ply assume as an extreme case that the supernova was trans-
parent for our observation of the gamma-rays from 56Co de-
cay over days 17–136 with emphasis on the late part; in this
case we directly convert our flux limits into 56Co (and therefore
original 56Ni) masses. Our lowest upper limit for the 1238 keV
line of 2.3 ⇥ 10�5 photons cm�2 s�1 then constrains the visi-
ble 56Ni mass to below 0.35 M�. If we then want to reconcile
this with the 0.77 M� of total 56Ni determined bolometrically
(Leibundgut 2000), more than half of the �-ray energy would
be deposited in the supernova over this time window. We there-
fore do have to look in detail at the energy deposition e�ciency
around peak optical luminosity and/or e↵ectiveness of �-ray es-
cape soon thereafter.

For several model classes (detonation, delayed detonation,
and sub-Chandrasekhar), �-ray light curves have been calcu-
lated through detailed Monte-Carlo photon transport in the
expanding supernova (Höflich et al. 1998; Kumagai 1998;

Isern 1997; Pinto et al. 2001). Considerable variety in the
gamma-ray flux by factors up to 5 arises from the di↵erent ex-
plosion models, envelope structures, and photon transport treat-
ments employed in such calculations. In Fig. 6, expected �-ray
light curves for a few typical models (Isern 1998; Kumagai
1998) are shown, re-scaled for a distance of 11.3 Mpc. In
Table 1 we list the 56Ni mass for each of these models, together
with time-averaged fluxes over the observation time for each
�-ray line. We see that the predicted 56Co �-ray flux does not
follow the straightforward scaling to the amount of 56Ni, the
explosion mechanism and the envelope photon transport de-
termine the time-dependent �-ray fluxes. For the same type of
explosion model, predicted 56Ni masses vary within a factor
of two: For the delayed-detonation class of models, values be-
tween 0.55 M� and 0.96 M� have been published (Iwamoto
et al. 1999; Woosley 1986; Isern 1997), as a result of di↵er-
ences in the point at which the initially-slow nuclear burning
(deflagration) is assumed to turn into a detonation. This typical
intrinsic variability within an explosion type of a factor of two,
which directly translates into the �-ray flux scaling, indicates
the systematics which typically remains, within an explosion

Georgii et al. 2002



Searching – SN 1998bu

• Exclusion of some popular explosion 
models

• Inferred !"# ≤ 0.35 !⊙ (11.9 Mpc)
– Optical/NIR !"# = 0.58 ± 0.12 !⊙

(Dhawan et al. 2016)
• derived ‘reddening-independent’

– Discrepancy due to /-ray escape model?
• explosion model, Ni distribution, photon transport 

• Clear indication of importance of details in 
the explosions



Searching – SN 2011fe

• Nearest SN Ia since 
SN 1972E
– Distance (M101): 6.4 Mpc

• Search for early Ni 
– INTEGRAL observations 

pre optical maximum

• Exclude any surface
nickel

• What about the late-time
data? Published?

J. Isern et al.: Observation of SN2011fe with INTEGRAL. I.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the mean flux obtained from the theoretical mod-
els during the early observation period with the 2σ upper-limit flux in
5 keV bins. Theoretical spectra were obtained with the code described
in Gómez-Gomar et al. (1998).

observation periods for each model. Table 4 displays the results.
In general, models and energy ranges showing weak variation of
the flux are best detected when the observation period is long
whereas models with a strong variation in their flux during the
first two weeks are best detected using data at those times.

It is well known (Gómez-Gomar et al. 1998) that the width of
the line has a strong influence on their detectability. In the case
of the present observations it is possible to estimate the signifi-
cance of a narrow line, ∆E <∼ 2 keV, by comparing the measured
1σ flux uncertainty (see Table 3), ϕ1, with the flux ϕ and the
width ∆E predicted by the model

nσ ≈
ϕ

ϕ1

√
∆E

2 keV
· (3)

In the case of the 158 keV line (Table 3), the flux predicted by
the DETO model is ϕ = 8.1 × 10−5 ph s−1 cm−2, ϕ1 = 7.8 ×
10−5 ph s−1 cm−2, and ∆E = 25 keV, where ∆E has been chosen
to maximize the signal to noise ratio. With these data, n ∼ 3.8,
and in this case with this hypothesis, the 158 keV line would
have been detected by SPI if it had been narrow. In contrast,
in the model SC1F, ϕ = 3.2 × 10−5 ph s−1 cm−2, ϕ1 = 6.7 ×
10−5 ph s−1 cm−2, ∆E = 20 keV and the result is n ∼ 1.5. Here,
the line would only be marginally detectable even in the narrow
case.

The luminosity at the maximum of the optical light curve is
proportional to the total mass of 56Ni, while the shape of the opti-
cal peak is determined by the amount of 56Ni and the kinetic en-
ergy of the remnant (Arnett 1997). As already been mentioned,
the favored model by the optical light curve is the DDTe one, and
it seems worthwhile to interpret the SPI observations in terms of
this model.

Table 4. Optimal observation period for several models and energy
ranges with SPI.

Model Energy band Optimal period
(keV) (days)

DETO 150–175 13.5
730–880 13.5

SCOP3D 145–170 13.5
750–880 13.5

SC1F 150–170 13.4
725–900 13.4

HED6 155–175 11.7
730–880 12.4

DDTc 70–165 8.0
740–880 6.2

W7 70–900 5.7
820–840 4.7

DDTe 158–165 4.9
740–880 4.9

Fig. 7. Early gamma ray spectra predicted by the delayed detonation
model that best fits the OMC (see Fig. 2) at days 8, 11, 14, 17, 20
(green, blue, cyan, magenta, black) at a distance of 6.4 Mpc (upper
figure). The lower panel displays the evolution of the profile of the 56Ni
812 kev-56Co 847 keV features.

Figure 7 (upper panel) displays the early gamma ray spectra
predicted by DDTe for several instants after the explosion. The
way the different lines grow and the width of them is clearly
seen. The main problem with the 812 keV line is that, ow-
ing to the Doppler effect and energy degradation of photons by
Compton scattering, it blends with the 847 keV line of 56Co (see
Fig. 7, lower panel) and makes it more diffi cult to interpret the
signal. During this observation, and for this model, the energy
interval that maximizes the signal to noise ratio is ∼25 keV
centered at 826 keV, and the corresponding flux at day 18 is
ϕ = 3.4 × 10−6 ph s−1 cm−2. In contrast, the 158 keV line has a
more regular behavior and it is better suited to diagnostic pur-
poses. At day 20 after the explosion, the flux in this line is
ϕ = 4.7 × 10−6 ph s−1 cm−2 for ∆E = 20 keV. In both cases,
the signal is too weak to be detected with SPI, and the source
should be at a distance of <∼2 Mpc to be detectable.
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Finding SN 2014J

• Closest SN Ia in over 70 years 

–M82: Distance 3.3 Mpc

• Heavily reddened
SN 2014J 3

Figure 1. HST/WFC3 image of SN 2014J in M82. The RGB channels correspond to F658N+F814W, F555W, and F435W (roughly
Hα+IVB), respectively. Because the HST images of SN 2014J do not probe the wings of the PSF in the same way as the deep M82
image, simple stacking of the pre-explosion M82 and SN 2014J images produces an image where SN 2014J appears fainter than it should.
Using the brightness measurements of SN 2014J in these bands, an artificial star was generated with Tiny Tim to match the PSF of the
deep, wide-field M82 image. This source was inserted at the position of SN 2014J to create an accurate visualization.

law. They also found that a power law reddening law with
a power law index of −2.1± 0.1 is consistent with the data.

In this manuscript, we present our UV, optical, and NIR
data in Section 2. We estimate the extinction to SN 2014J
in Section 3. We describe dust reddening and circumstellar
scattering models in Section 4 and use those models to esti-
mate the reddening for SN 2014J based on our photometry
(Section 5) and spectroscopy (Section 6). We discuss our
findings and summarize our conclusions in Section 7.

2 OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Photometry

SN 2014J in M82 was observed with HST/WFC3 UVIS over
7 epochs between 2014 January 28 and 2014 March 07 (DD-
13621; PI Goobar). All 7 epochs include observations in the
F218W, F225W, F275W, and F336W filters. Epochs 1 and
3 included observations in the F467M, F631N, and F845M
filters. Epochs 2, 4, 5, and 6 included observations in F438W,
F555W, and F814W (roughly B, V , and I).

We combined exposures and performed cosmic-ray re-
jection using AstroDrizzle after we performed the pixel-
based charge-transfer efficiency correction. We registered the
individual flatfielded (flt) frames using TweakReg in Driz-
zlePac. In the images, the SN was the only detected object,
so we did not attempt to register the absolute astrometry
or perform background subtraction.

An image combining HST/WFC3 observations of
SN 2014J with deep pre-explosion images of M82 is shown in

Figure 1. To create this image, we obtained images of M82
from the Hubble Legacy Archive observed in the F435W,
F555W, F658N, and F814W filters (roughly B, V , Hα, and
I), with exposure times of 10,800, 8160, 26,400, and 4200 s,
respectively. Conversely, the SN images are extremely short
(0.48 s). While this choice prevents saturated images, the
short exposure times also prevent an accurate characteri-
zation of the wings of the point-spread function (PSF). As
such, a simple combination of the pre-explosion and SN im-
ages causes the SN to appear much fainter to the human eye
than its true brightness. Instead, we injected a model PSF,
generated using Tiny Tim (Krist et al. 2011), at the loca-
tion of the SN with the measured brightness in each band.
We then combined the final images with F435W, F555W,
and F658N + F814W as the blue, green, and red channels.
SN 2014J still appears somewhat faint in Figure 1; to see
faint structures in M82, we chose a dynamic range which
saturates the SN.

We performed aperture photometry on the SN using
the APPHOT package in IRAF1. For each image, we used
a 0′′.4 aperture. For the last epoch in F218W and the last
two epochs of F275W, the SN had faded enough such that
using such a large aperture was introducing a systematic
bias into our results. To account for this, we measured the

1 IRAF: the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility is distributed
by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is oper-
ated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
(AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation (NSF).

c⃝ 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??



Finding SN 2014J

• First clear detection of cobalt decay lines

– Integration from 17 to 164 days after 
explosion

Roland Diehl et al.: SN2014J gamma-rays from the 56Ni decay chain
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Fig. 1. SN2014J spectrum near the 847 keV line (above) and near the
1238 keV line (below) as expected from 56Co decay. These spectra are
determined in energy bins of width 10 keV over the entire observing
period; the source intensity is fitted at four independent epochs. For
illustration, fitted Gaussians indicate the detection of broadened lines
near the 56Co gamma-ray line energies.

intensity, beyond a four-element gamma-ray light curve. We also
employ an analysis of eleven di↵erent time epochs, when we
want to investigate evolutions of spectral features on shorter
times of ' two weeks. Alternatively, we also fit brightness evolu-
tions from a set of candidate models to our measurements, with
normalisations of the respective SN2014J light curve model and
of instrumental background.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Detection of 56Co lines

We determine the spectrum of the gamma-ray signal from
SN2014J in two energy bands around the expected 56Co decay
lines, which have energies at rest of 846.77 and 1238.29 keV,
the higher-energy line having 68% of the 847 keV line intensity
due to the branching ratio of the nuclear de-excitation. The en-
ergy bands chosen are 780 to 920 keV (around the 847 keV line)
and 1190 to 1290 keV (around the 1238 keV line). We expect
Doppler shift and broadening e↵ects, which would be on the or-
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Fig. 2. SN2014J spectrum near the 847 keV line as shown in Fig. 1,
but here the analysis was performed in 2 keV energy bins, which corre-
sponds to the instrumental resolution, and for eleven epochs separately,
before summed up. Apparently, a single broad Gaussian does not cap-
ture the line shape properly across the rise, peak, and fall of the gamma-
ray emission.

der of 15 keV (21 keV) for 5000 km s�1 velocity along the line
of sight.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum for SN2014J, which was derived
from the entire observations set covering days 17 – 164 after the
supernova explosion, for the two strongest lines emitted in ra-
dioactive decay of 56Co. These integrated time-averaged spectra
were derived from fitting a source at the position of SN2014J in
four independent epochs (see below for details), thus allowing
for time variability of the flux, as expected.

These spectra show significant emission from SN2014J,
overall dominated by broadened lines centered near 847 and
1238 keV, as expected. Gaussian profiles as shown were fit-
ted together with an o↵set accounting for possible continuum.
The flux error bars shown per data point were determined from
propagating Poissonian uncertainties through our maximum-
likelihood fitting of instrument and background model to the
measured dataset; horizontal bars indicate the 10 keV wide en-
ergy bins. Overall, the significance of line emission detected
from SN2014J in these two energy bands is 9.5 and 3.1 �, for the
780 to 920 keV and 1190 to 1290 keV bands, respectively. Gen-
erally, we detect characteristic 56Co gamma-ray line emission
in agreement with first-order models of SNIa explosions, and
also consistent with results reported by Churazov et al. (2014).
The lines are modestly broadened and somewhat o↵set as the
56Ni produced initially in the explosion is partly occulted behind
envelope material, uncovering 56Ni more and more with time
and ejecta dilution. The detection has an overall significance of
' 10 �, limited from the instrumental background at 'hundred
times higher count rate, and Poissonian statistics.

But one expects that the gamma-ray lines from 56Co decay
are gradually emerging from the supernova, as the overlying
material becomes transparent to the gamma-rays with succes-
sive supernova expansion (Isern et al. 1997). At earlier times,
spectrum and intensity of gamma-ray emission from the primary
56Ni and 56Co energy source may appear di↵erent from the late,
gamma-ray transparent phase, where 56Co decay and ejecta kine-
matics determines the gamma-ray signal. When we analyze the
same dataset of our observations in separate epochs and in finer
energy bins for the 780–920 keV band, we obtain a cumulative
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Fig. 1. SN2014J spectrum near the 847 keV line (above) and near the
1238 keV line (below) as expected from 56Co decay. These spectra are
determined in energy bins of width 10 keV over the entire observing
period; the source intensity is fitted at four independent epochs. For
illustration, fitted Gaussians indicate the detection of broadened lines
near the 56Co gamma-ray line energies.

intensity, beyond a four-element gamma-ray light curve. We also
employ an analysis of eleven di↵erent time epochs, when we
want to investigate evolutions of spectral features on shorter
times of ' two weeks. Alternatively, we also fit brightness evolu-
tions from a set of candidate models to our measurements, with
normalisations of the respective SN2014J light curve model and
of instrumental background.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Detection of 56Co lines

We determine the spectrum of the gamma-ray signal from
SN2014J in two energy bands around the expected 56Co decay
lines, which have energies at rest of 846.77 and 1238.29 keV,
the higher-energy line having 68% of the 847 keV line intensity
due to the branching ratio of the nuclear de-excitation. The en-
ergy bands chosen are 780 to 920 keV (around the 847 keV line)
and 1190 to 1290 keV (around the 1238 keV line). We expect
Doppler shift and broadening e↵ects, which would be on the or-
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Fig. 2. SN2014J spectrum near the 847 keV line as shown in Fig. 1,
but here the analysis was performed in 2 keV energy bins, which corre-
sponds to the instrumental resolution, and for eleven epochs separately,
before summed up. Apparently, a single broad Gaussian does not cap-
ture the line shape properly across the rise, peak, and fall of the gamma-
ray emission.

der of 15 keV (21 keV) for 5000 km s�1 velocity along the line
of sight.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrum for SN2014J, which was derived
from the entire observations set covering days 17 – 164 after the
supernova explosion, for the two strongest lines emitted in ra-
dioactive decay of 56Co. These integrated time-averaged spectra
were derived from fitting a source at the position of SN2014J in
four independent epochs (see below for details), thus allowing
for time variability of the flux, as expected.

These spectra show significant emission from SN2014J,
overall dominated by broadened lines centered near 847 and
1238 keV, as expected. Gaussian profiles as shown were fit-
ted together with an o↵set accounting for possible continuum.
The flux error bars shown per data point were determined from
propagating Poissonian uncertainties through our maximum-
likelihood fitting of instrument and background model to the
measured dataset; horizontal bars indicate the 10 keV wide en-
ergy bins. Overall, the significance of line emission detected
from SN2014J in these two energy bands is 9.5 and 3.1 �, for the
780 to 920 keV and 1190 to 1290 keV bands, respectively. Gen-
erally, we detect characteristic 56Co gamma-ray line emission
in agreement with first-order models of SNIa explosions, and
also consistent with results reported by Churazov et al. (2014).
The lines are modestly broadened and somewhat o↵set as the
56Ni produced initially in the explosion is partly occulted behind
envelope material, uncovering 56Ni more and more with time
and ejecta dilution. The detection has an overall significance of
' 10 �, limited from the instrumental background at 'hundred
times higher count rate, and Poissonian statistics.

But one expects that the gamma-ray lines from 56Co decay
are gradually emerging from the supernova, as the overlying
material becomes transparent to the gamma-rays with succes-
sive supernova expansion (Isern et al. 1997). At earlier times,
spectrum and intensity of gamma-ray emission from the primary
56Ni and 56Co energy source may appear di↵erent from the late,
gamma-ray transparent phase, where 56Co decay and ejecta kine-
matics determines the gamma-ray signal. When we analyze the
same dataset of our observations in separate epochs and in finer
energy bins for the 780–920 keV band, we obtain a cumulative
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Finding SN 2014J

• Temporal evolutionRoland Diehl et al.: SN2014J gamma-rays from the 56Ni decay chain

transparent to 56Co gamma-rays here and thus both lines should
reflect all 56Co from the supernova in the same way). We thus
allow to some extent for di↵erent bulk velocities of the observed
56Co decay at the four epochs, trying to derive as much as we can
from the data themselves. We find the 1238 keV line somewhat
blue-shifted earlier in (brighter) epochs (2) to (3) at 1259 keV;
statistical precision is inadequate to determine its variation at
di↵erent epochs, in particular the red-shift as indicated in epoch
(1) for the 847 keV line cannot be constrained nor confirmed
independently.

time bulk spread

16.3–41.3 -6920±1480 5060±1330
41.3–66.3 1600±1720 3940±1260
66.3-99.1 1600±1600 7250±1560

134.8-164.0 -80±1870 4570±1840
Table 2. Velocity values in km s�1 as derived from the 847 keV 56Co line
fits in four epochs shown in Fig. 3, and listed in Table 1. The 1238 keV
line derived centroid and spread are only determined in brightest epoch
3, and are 5050±1240 and 4290±1370 km s�1. Fixing the 1238 keV
line’s width to the value determined from the 847 keV line, its centroid
also for the weak epoch (4) can be found, at 1610±960 km s�1.

Table 2 summarises the velocity constraints from this four-
epoch analysis. Overall, both lines are consistent in their cen-
troids and broadenings, within uncertainties, although di↵er-
ences are remarkable. Note that at early times, it is not clear a
priori which fraction of the 56Co of the 3-dimensional exploding
supernova is visible, and what the magnitude of occultation is, as
both 56Ni and overlying ejecta morphologies are unknown, while
towards late times, the true kinematic signature of all of the 56Ni
should be reflected in both 56Co lines in a consistent way. The
transparency of the supernova envelope is expected to vary with
energy, transparency being higher at higher gamma-ray energy.
Therefore, the di↵erent bulk Doppler shifts seen in the two lines
from 56Co decay may tell us that the 56Co visible in each of the
lines reflects a di↵erent subset of the total, with di↵erent spatial
sampling and thus kinematics.

The intensity variation throughout these four epochs of our
observations for both lines produce gamma-ray light curves
shown in Fig. 4. Evidently, both lines consistently rise towards
a maximum near 60–100 days after explosion, falling o↵ later.
The intensity ratios between both lines (see Table 1) generally
agree (within uncertainties) with the nominal branching ratio of
56Co decay, in particular for the brightest epoch (3) we find the
1238 keV line being at 62% (±28%) of the 847 keV line inten-
sity, which compares to a laboratory value of 68%.

For assessment the detection of supernova emission from
56Co decay, we also check upon our statistical uncertainties. For
an independent estimate of uncertainties, we histogram the re-
sulting SN2014J flux values, and compare their distribution near
zero flux with expectations from Poissonian statistical uncer-
tainty (these are the error bars shown in Fig. 2). Fig. 5 shows
the flux value histogram for all observations in the 780–920 keV
band, analysed in the above eleven time bins, and 2 keV energy
bins. The distribution of values towards negative fluxes from
zero is due to statistical fluctuations only, while a celestial source
contributes to the distribution at positive flux values. We thus ob-
tain flux uncertainties from the negative part of the distribution,
and total source significance from its positive part. This yields a
KS-test p-value of 1.4 10�29 for the positive flux values follow-
ing the same statistics-only distribution, which is equivalent to a
probability of 11.3 � that the spectrum contains nonzero signal
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Fig. 4. SN2014J signal intensity variations for the 847 keV line (above)
and the 1238 keV line (below) as seen in our observations and shown in
Fig. 3. Here the intensity was derived by Gaussians fitted to the spectra
near the respective 56Co line at four independent epochs, as discussed in
the text. The epochs are shown as horizontal bars at each data point. For
reference, several candidate model light curves are shown, as extracted
from The & Burrows (2014).

from SN2014J. Measuring the width of the distribution of fluxes
below zero, we find 1.0 10�5 ph cm�2s�1, which compares to a
Poissonian error of ±0.54 10�5, i.e. 1.08 10�5 ph cm�2s�1 (the
error in data points shown in the spectra of Fig. 2). We conclude
that our Poissonian statistical error estimates are approximately
correct. Using this assessed statistical uncertainty, the narrow-
line signals from SN2014J shown in Fig. 3 in the 780–920 keV
energy range correspond to a statistical significance of ' 2.8–
4 �.

3.2.2. Exploring shorter time variations and high spectral
resolution

The spectrum in the 847 keV line band of SN2014J (Fig. 3)
shows, beyond the broadened line discussed above, that appar-
ently additional but narrow lines seem to be present at signifi-
cance levels exceeding 3 �, near 865 keV in epoch (1), 805 keV
in epoch(2), and 815 keV in epoch (3). No such features are ap-
parent in the high-energy band 1190–1290 keV.
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transparent to 56Co gamma-rays here and thus both lines should
reflect all 56Co from the supernova in the same way). We thus
allow to some extent for di↵erent bulk velocities of the observed
56Co decay at the four epochs, trying to derive as much as we can
from the data themselves. We find the 1238 keV line somewhat
blue-shifted earlier in (brighter) epochs (2) to (3) at 1259 keV;
statistical precision is inadequate to determine its variation at
di↵erent epochs, in particular the red-shift as indicated in epoch
(1) for the 847 keV line cannot be constrained nor confirmed
independently.

time bulk spread

16.3–41.3 -6920±1480 5060±1330
41.3–66.3 1600±1720 3940±1260
66.3-99.1 1600±1600 7250±1560

134.8-164.0 -80±1870 4570±1840
Table 2. Velocity values in km s�1 as derived from the 847 keV 56Co line
fits in four epochs shown in Fig. 3, and listed in Table 1. The 1238 keV
line derived centroid and spread are only determined in brightest epoch
3, and are 5050±1240 and 4290±1370 km s�1. Fixing the 1238 keV
line’s width to the value determined from the 847 keV line, its centroid
also for the weak epoch (4) can be found, at 1610±960 km s�1.

Table 2 summarises the velocity constraints from this four-
epoch analysis. Overall, both lines are consistent in their cen-
troids and broadenings, within uncertainties, although di↵er-
ences are remarkable. Note that at early times, it is not clear a
priori which fraction of the 56Co of the 3-dimensional exploding
supernova is visible, and what the magnitude of occultation is, as
both 56Ni and overlying ejecta morphologies are unknown, while
towards late times, the true kinematic signature of all of the 56Ni
should be reflected in both 56Co lines in a consistent way. The
transparency of the supernova envelope is expected to vary with
energy, transparency being higher at higher gamma-ray energy.
Therefore, the di↵erent bulk Doppler shifts seen in the two lines
from 56Co decay may tell us that the 56Co visible in each of the
lines reflects a di↵erent subset of the total, with di↵erent spatial
sampling and thus kinematics.

The intensity variation throughout these four epochs of our
observations for both lines produce gamma-ray light curves
shown in Fig. 4. Evidently, both lines consistently rise towards
a maximum near 60–100 days after explosion, falling o↵ later.
The intensity ratios between both lines (see Table 1) generally
agree (within uncertainties) with the nominal branching ratio of
56Co decay, in particular for the brightest epoch (3) we find the
1238 keV line being at 62% (±28%) of the 847 keV line inten-
sity, which compares to a laboratory value of 68%.

For assessment the detection of supernova emission from
56Co decay, we also check upon our statistical uncertainties. For
an independent estimate of uncertainties, we histogram the re-
sulting SN2014J flux values, and compare their distribution near
zero flux with expectations from Poissonian statistical uncer-
tainty (these are the error bars shown in Fig. 2). Fig. 5 shows
the flux value histogram for all observations in the 780–920 keV
band, analysed in the above eleven time bins, and 2 keV energy
bins. The distribution of values towards negative fluxes from
zero is due to statistical fluctuations only, while a celestial source
contributes to the distribution at positive flux values. We thus ob-
tain flux uncertainties from the negative part of the distribution,
and total source significance from its positive part. This yields a
KS-test p-value of 1.4 10�29 for the positive flux values follow-
ing the same statistics-only distribution, which is equivalent to a
probability of 11.3 � that the spectrum contains nonzero signal
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Fig. 4. SN2014J signal intensity variations for the 847 keV line (above)
and the 1238 keV line (below) as seen in our observations and shown in
Fig. 3. Here the intensity was derived by Gaussians fitted to the spectra
near the respective 56Co line at four independent epochs, as discussed in
the text. The epochs are shown as horizontal bars at each data point. For
reference, several candidate model light curves are shown, as extracted
from The & Burrows (2014).

from SN2014J. Measuring the width of the distribution of fluxes
below zero, we find 1.0 10�5 ph cm�2s�1, which compares to a
Poissonian error of ±0.54 10�5, i.e. 1.08 10�5 ph cm�2s�1 (the
error in data points shown in the spectra of Fig. 2). We conclude
that our Poissonian statistical error estimates are approximately
correct. Using this assessed statistical uncertainty, the narrow-
line signals from SN2014J shown in Fig. 3 in the 780–920 keV
energy range correspond to a statistical significance of ' 2.8–
4 �.

3.2.2. Exploring shorter time variations and high spectral
resolution

The spectrum in the 847 keV line band of SN2014J (Fig. 3)
shows, beyond the broadened line discussed above, that appar-
ently additional but narrow lines seem to be present at signifi-
cance levels exceeding 3 �, near 865 keV in epoch (1), 805 keV
in epoch(2), and 815 keV in epoch (3). No such features are ap-
parent in the high-energy band 1190–1290 keV.
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Finding SN 2014J

• Surprise – detection of Ni à Co decay 
lines 17 days after explosion

– requires about 0.06 $⊙ nickel on the outside

leans toward a broader range of binary systems
and more methods of igniting a white dwarf, in-
dependent of its mass. Destabilizing events such
as accretion flow instabilities, He detonations,
mergers, or collisions with a degenerate com-
panion star are being considered (9–12).
Matter consisting of equal numbers of protons

and neutrons (such as in C and O) binds these
nucleons most tightly in the form of the 56Ni nu-
cleus. Therefore, 56Ni is believed to be the main
product of nuclear burning under sufficiently
hot and dense conditions, such as in SNe Ia.
The radioactive decay of 56Ni then powers SN
light through its gamma rays and positrons, with
a decay chain from 56Ni (time ~ 8.8 days) through
radioactive 56Co (time ~ 111.3 days) to stable 56Fe.
The outer gas absorbs this radioactive energy
input and reradiates it at lower-energy wave-
bands [ulraviolet (UV) through infrared (IR)].
But neither the explosion dynamics nor the
evolution toward explosions from white dwarf
properties and from interactions with their com-
panion stars can easily be assessed, because it
remains difficult (13) to constrain different ex-
plosion models through observations. Some in-
sights toward the nature of the binary companion
star have been obtained from preexplosion data
(8, 14–17) and from its interactions with the SN
(18–20).
Gamma rays can help in constraining inner

physical processes. Although initially the SN Ia
remains opaque even to penetrating gamma
rays, within several weeks, more andmore of the
56Ni decay-chain gamma rays are expected to leak
out of the expanding SN (21, 22). Themaximum
of gamma-ray emission should be reached 70 to
100 days after the explosion, with its intensity
declining afterward because of the radioactive
decay of 56Co (23). Simulations of the explosion
and radioactive energy release have been cou-
pled with radiative transport to show that the
gamma-ray emission of the SN is characterized
by nuclear transition lines between ~150 and
3000 keV and their secondary, Compton-scattered
continuum fromkilo–electron volt energies up to
mega–electron volt energies (22, 24–26).

Here we describe the analysis of data from the
Spectrometer (SPI) on the International Gamma-
Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) space
mission with respect to gamma-ray line emission
from the 56Ni decay chain. INTEGRAL (27) started
observing SN2014J on 31 January 2014 (28), about
16.6 days after the inferred explosion date. We
analyzed sets of detector spectra from the Ge de-
tectors of the SPI spectrometer (29, 30), collected
at the beginning of INTEGRAL’s SN2014J cam-
paign. SPImeasures photon interaction events for
each of its 15 Ge detectors that constitute the tel-
escope camera. Imaging information is imprinted
through a codedmask selectively shadowing parts
of the camera for a celestial source (29). Changing
the telescope pointing by ~2.1° after each ~3000 s,
the mask shadow is varied for the counts con-
tributed from the sky, whereas the instrumental
background counts should not be affected by these
small variations in telescope orientation.
In our analysis of SN2014J, we fitted the mea-

sured data to the combination of the expected
coding pattern in the detector signals and our
instrumental background model. In the fit, we
adjusted intensities of the global background
model and the point source located at a partic-
ular position in the sky. The fit was performed
independently for each of the energy bins.
Instrumental background dominates the total

count rate in SPI detectors, so its treatment is key
to the data analysis. We performed fine spectros-
copy of the measured spectra from each 3-day
orbit, determining instrumental line features and
the status of each detector in terms of intrinsic
resolution and degradation. We then used this
orbit-averaged spectral shape to fit the line in-
tensity variations among individual pointings,
adjusting the underlying continuum emission
and the line feature amplitudes relative to the
orbit averages. We attributed these line inten-
sities to each of the Ge detectors as measured
in orbit-integrated spectra (for details, see the
supplementary materials). In this way, we avoid
statistical limitations of invididual-detector spec-
tra per telescope pointing and energy bin and
still obtain a very good representation of back-

ground variations, in addition to a consistent
description of the spectral evolution of instru-
mental background with time (31).
The Poissonian maximum likelihood deter-

mines the intensity of the celestial source and
overall background. For the assumed source
position, we derived an intensity spectrum, typ-
ically with ~1-keV spectral resolution (32). Our
spectra for SN2014J were then analyzed for the
presence of lines and their significances. Line
parameters such as Doppler shifts or broaden-
ing can be derived from fitted line centroids and
widths and their uncertainties in a next step.
Varying the position of the source in the sky,
we also mapped signals in spectral bands of
interest across the observed sky area through
an identical maximum-likelihood analysis. In
this way, we can check whether a detected line
consistently maps to the SN2014J location. From
the same sky mapping of a spectral band where
we did not identify a celestial line, we obtained
a reference that checks for the appearance of
possible artifacts from statistical fluctuations
alone, also accounting for the trials of source
positions inherent in such mapping. The data
set analyzed here includes 60 pointings with an
exposure of 150.24 ks for a 3-day period from 31
January to 2 February 2014; i.e., from 16.6 to 19.2
days after the supernova explosion.
We found the characteristic gamma-ray lines

of 56Ni decaying in a SN Ia: The spectra for SN2014J
[at Galactic coordinates (l,b) = (141.427°, 40.558°)]
show the two major lines at 158 and 812 keV
(Fig. 1). The two line intensities are identical with-
in uncertainties. Imaging analysis locates the
signal at the position of SN2014J, within spatial-
resolution uncertainties (Fig. 2). The measured
gamma-ray line fluxes are (1.10 T 0.42) 10−4

photons cm−2 s−1 (158 keV line) and (1.90 T 0.66)
10−4 photons cm−2 s−1 (812 keV line). The ob-
served lines are neither significantly velocity-
broadened nor offset (frombulk-velocityDoppler
shifts), although broad components could un-
derlie ourmain signal. Line broadening from the
observed 56Ni corresponds to velocity spreads
below ~1500 to 2000 km s−1, and its bulk velocity

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 5 SEPTEMBER 2014 • VOL 345 ISSUE 6201 1163

Fig. 1. Gamma-ray spectra measured with SPI/INTEGRAL from SN2014J.The observed 3-day interval around day 17.5 after the explosion shows the two
main lines from 56Ni decay, 158 keV (A) and 812 keV (B). In deriving these spectra, we adopted the known position of SN2014J and used the instrumental
response and background model. Error bars are shown as 1s. The measured intensity corresponds to an initially synthesized 56Ni mass of 0.06 solar mass.
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Finding SN 2014J

• If Ni distributed uniformly, i.e. a shell

– line broading expected à not observed

• Radial symmetry needs to be broken

– indications on asymmetry in the explosion



So what about the outside?

• Very indirect

• Many more supernovae

• Much larger data samples

• Statistical anaylses



Type Ia Supernovae

Variations on a theme

– critical parameters?
• nickel mass

• ejecta mass

• explosion energy(?)

• explosion mechanism?

• progenitor evolution?

The Extremes of Thermonuclear Supernovae 3

Fig. 1 Phase space of potentially thermonuclear transients. The absolute B-band magnitude at peak
is plotted against the light-curve decline rate, expressed by the decline within 15 d from peak in
the B band, Dm15(B) (Phillips, 1993). The different classes of objects discussed in this chapter
are highlighted by different colours. Most of them are well separated from normal SNe Ia in this
space, which shows that they are already peculiar based on light-curve properties alone. The only
exception are 91T-like SNe, which overlap with the slow end of the distribution of normal SNe Ia,
and whose peculiarities are almost exclusively of spectroscopic nature. References to individual
SNe are provided in the respective sections.

The Extremes of Thermonuclear Supernovae 3

Fig. 1 Phase space of potentially thermonuclear transients. The absolute B-band magnitude at peak
is plotted against the light-curve decline rate, expressed by the decline within 15 d from peak in
the B band, Dm15(B) (Phillips, 1993). The different classes of objects discussed in this chapter
are highlighted by different colours. Most of them are well separated from normal SNe Ia in this
space, which shows that they are already peculiar based on light-curve properties alone. The only
exception are 91T-like SNe, which overlap with the slow end of the distribution of normal SNe Ia,
and whose peculiarities are almost exclusively of spectroscopic nature. References to individual
SNe are provided in the respective sections.

Taubenberger 2017



• Isotopes of Ni 
and other 
elements

– conversion of g-
rays and 
positrons into 
heat and optical 
photons

Diehl and Timmes (1998)

Radioactivity

Contardo (2001)



Ejecta masses

Large range in nickel and ejecta masses

– no ejecta mass at 1.4M¤

– factor of 2 in ejecta masses

– some rather small
differences 
between
nickel and ejecta
mass

Stritzinger et al. 2006



Ejecta massesSN Ia Ejected Masses from SNfactory 17

these effects to be lower for events with large 56Ni mass fractions,
since the 56Ni will then be distributed more evenly among viewing
angles (see e.g. Maeda et al. 2011), and most pronounced among
faint events. However, to the extent that different lines of sight
of an asymmetric event produce similar light curve shapes, our
ejected mass estimates should be relatively insensitive to asymme-
tries. This is borne out by our method’s performance on the highly
asymmetric violent merger model 11+09. Ongoing simulations of
violent mergers and other asymmetric explosions should help to
determine the full implications of asymmetry for our results.

Finally, some of the variations in explosion physics we have
examined may be correlated in ways not captured by our mod-
els. If this is the case, however, our results can still provide in-
teresting constraints on the allowed parameter space for explosion
models. For example, if α strongly anti-correlates with light curve
width, this might allow our semi-analytic light curves to repro-
duce fast-declining SNe with Chandrasekhar-mass models. This
particular case seems physically very unlikely in the context of
the explosion models we cite herein: the 1-D explosion models of
Höflich & Khohklov (1996) actually show a correlation with posi-
tive sign between α (labelled Q in table 2 of that paper) and light
curve width (rise time), though with large scatter, and in general
we expect larger α to be associated with more extensive radia-
tion trapping and longer rise times in the context of 1-D models.
Such a case is nevertheless indicative of the kind of constraint on
Chandrasekhar-mass models our results represent.

5 DISCUSSION

Although many variables could in principle alter our reconstruc-
tion, and the absolute mass scale of our reconstructions may still
be uncertain at the 15% level based on those systematic effects
we have been able to quantify, we believe we have convincingly
demonstrated that a range of SN Ia progenitor masses must exist.
For those sets of assumptions that incur minimal bias when recon-
structing simulated light curves, we find a significant fraction (up
to 50%) of sub-Chandrasekhar-mass SNe Ia in our real data. We
should therefore take seriously the possibility that SNe Ia are dom-
inated by a channel which can accomodate sub-Chandrasekhar-
mass progenitors, or that at least two progenitor channels contribute
significantly to the total rate of normal SNe Ia. We now attempt to
further constrain progenitor models by examining the dependence
of Mej on M56Ni, with the caveat that the systematic errors on
M56Ni may be larger than our reconstruction estimates.

The most mature explosion models currently available in the
literature for sub-Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarfs leading to nor-
mal SNe Ia are those of Fink et al. (2010), with radiation transfer
computed by Kromer et al. (2010), and those of Woosley & Kasen
(2011). According to Fink et al. (2010), systems with total masses
(carbon-oxygen white dwarf plus helium layer) as low as 1 M⊙

can still produce up to 0.34M⊙ of 56Ni. The mass fraction of 56Ni
increases rapidly with progenitor mass, with the detonation of a
1.29 M⊙ system producing 1.05 M⊙ of 56Ni. Woosley & Kasen
(2011) find a similar trend, with nickel masses ranging from 0.3–
0.9M⊙ for progenitors with masses in the range 0.8–1.1M⊙. The
models differ in their prescriptions for igniting a carbon detonation
and in the resulting nucleosynthesis from helium burning, but the
overall 56Ni yields agree in cases where a carbon detonation has
been achieved.

Very recently, the possibility of collisions of white dwarfs
producing SNe Ia has also been raised (Benz et al. 1989;
Rosswog et al. 2009; Raskin et al. 2009). Ordinarily one would ex-
pect white dwarf collisions to occur only in very dense stellar en-
vironments such as globular clusters. However, in triple systems
consisting of two white dwarfs accompanied by a third star in a
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Figure 10. Ejected mass vs. 56Ni mass for the SNfactory sample in our
fiducial analysis. Colors represent different spectroscopic subtypes, as in
Figure 7. The horizontal dotted line marks the Chandrasekhar massM =
1.4M⊙. The black solid curve shows the expectedMej-M56Ni relation for
sub-Chandrasekhar-mass double detonations from the models of Fink et al.
(2010) as presented in Ruiter et al. (2013). The dashed curve shows the
predictions of the white dwarf collision model of Kushnir et al. (2013).

highly eccentric orbit, Kozai resonances can substantially decrease
the time to a double-degenerate merger or collision (Katz & Dong
2012; Kushnir et al. 2013). Both sub-Chandrasekhar-mass and
super-Chandrasekhar-mass SNe Ia could arise through this chan-
nel. The uncertainties involved in predicting the rate of such events
are substantial, but Kushnir et al. (2013) make a concrete predic-
tion for the variation of 56Ni mass with total system mass in white
dwarf collisions, which we can evaluate here. We caution that
Raskin et al. (2010) show that 56Ni mass, and indeed the very oc-
currence of an explosion, depend on the mass ratio as well as the
impact parameter for the collision.

Figure 10 shows Mej vs. M56Ni for the SNfactory data and
the expected relations for the models of Ruiter et al. (2013) and
Kushnir et al. (2013). The Ruiter et al. (2013) trend seems to be
consistent with a few of the lowest-mass SNfactory SNe Ia, but in
general the predicted increase of M56Ni with Mej is too steep to
accommodate most of our observations. The trend of Kushnir et al.
(2013) does reasonably well for some of the low-M56Ni SNfactory
SNe Ia, but can accommodate neither our least massive SNe nor
bright 1991T-like SNe Ia. The latter could perhaps be explained by
the more detailed collision models of Raskin et al. (2010).

Interestingly, our SNe Ia with Mej > 1.3 M⊙ lie in a lo-
cus parallel to the Ruiter et al. (2013) curve and about 0.3 M⊙

higher. While these higher-mass SNe Ia cannot easily be explained
by double detonations, they could perhaps be explained more natu-
rally as double-degenerate mergers. The violent merger models of
Pakmor et al. (2010, 2011, 2012) are expected to produce similar
56Ni yields to double-detonation models with comparable primary
white dwarf masses (Ruiter et al. 2013). Reproducing the 56Ni
masses from our reconstruction requires a primary white dwarf
mass of at least 1.1 M⊙. However, Pakmor et al. (2011) showed
that in violent mergers of two carbon-oxygen white dwarfs, a mass
ratio of at least 0.8 is needed to trigger the explosion, meaning
that violent mergers with M56Ni > 0.5 M⊙ should have Mej >
1.9 M⊙, like the different views of 11+09 listed in Table 4 (which
our method correctly reconstructed as super-Chandrasekhar). Our
absolute mass scale would have to be inaccurate at 50% level to
explain our observations with current models of violent mergers of
two carbon-oxygen white dwarfs. The trend could also be gener-
ated by violent mergers of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf with a he-
lium white dwarf (Pakmor et al. 2013), since helium ignites more

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Scalzo et al. 2014



Nickel masses

• Bolometric light curve analysis with 39 
SNe Ia

CSP-I + CfA bolometric light curves 639

Figure 6. Ejected mass Mej (top) and 56Ni mass MNi (bottom) plotted against SALT2 x1 (left) and SNOOPY sBV (right). Colors show different spectroscopic
subtypes as revealed by SNID: 1991T-like (red), 1999aa-like (orange), normal (green); 1991bg-like (blue); and other peculiar (magenta). The open points
represent spectroscopically normal SNe Ia with anomalously high inferred MNi, which have been excluded from the best-fit linear trend(s).

Figure 7. Ejected mass (top) and inferred kinetic energy velocity (bottom)
vs. Si II velocity vSi at B-band maximum light. Colours represent Branch
et al. (2006) spectroscopic subtype: shallow-silicon (SS; red), broad-line
(BL; light green), core-normal (CN; dark green), and cool-photosphere (CL;
blue). The dashed horizontal line at top marks Mej = MCh. The dashed
vertical line marks the boundary between the Wang et al. (2009) ‘normal’
and ‘high-velocity’ subtypes.

consistently Wang-N events with inferred Mej ≥ MCh, while core-
normals (CN) and cool-photosphere (CL) events are consistently
Wang-N events with Mej ≤ MCh. Broad-line (BL) events map well
to the Wang-HV subclass, and cluster within a narrow range of
sub-Chandrasekhar masses, with the exception of SN 2006ot.

The bottom panel of Fig. 7 compares the inferred kinetic energy
velocity vKE to the measured vSi, which is often used as a proxy for
kinetic energy in the literature (e.g., Foley & Kasen 2011). Little
correlation is seen between the two (Pearson rank r = 0.09); apart
from the split between Wang-N and Wang-HV subclasses, vSi seems
to be a better predictor of the density and ionization state of the outer
layers of ejecta above the Si II layer than the velocity of the bulk
ejecta underneath it.

6.4 Mej versus host galaxy properties

In Fig. 8, we plot the ejected masses for our sample against the
stellar masses of their host galaxies. We see that SNe Ia with low-
mass progenitors appear in high-mass galaxies, while low-mass
galaxies tend to produce SNe Ia with more massive progenitors.
This is the expected result given the correlation of ejected mass
with stretch and the well-established correlation of stretch with
host galaxy mass (e.g. Branch & van den Bergh 1993; Hamuy et al.
1996, 2000; Howell et al. 2009).

Interestingly, Fig. 8 may indicate that SNe Ia transition from
being predominantly Chandrasekhar-mass to predominantly sub-
Chandrasekhar-mass at a host galaxy mass scale of about
log (M/M⊙) ∼ 10.5. Childress, Wolf & Zahid (2014) showed that

MNRAS 483, 628–647 (2019)
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SNe Ia in the NIR

Consistent picture emerging

– Second peak in the near-IR is the result of the 
recombination of Fe++ to Fe+ (Kasen 2006)

– Uniform ejecta structure

• late declines very similar

– higher luminosity indicates higher 56Ni mass

– later secondary peak also indicates higher 
Fe/Ni mass

– Ni mass and (optical) light curve parameters 
correlate (Scalzo et al. 2014)



Luminosity function of SNe Ia
Use the phase of the 
second maximum to 
derive the bolometric 
peak luminosity
– calibrated on a sample 

of reddening-free SNe Ia
• SNe with E(B-V)<0.1

• pseudo-bolometric light 
curves (UBVRIYJH)

– apply to reddened 
objects

S. Dhawan et al.: Nickel mass in SNe Ia

Fig. 1. Bolometric maximum luminosity Lmax is plotted against the
phase of the second maximum t2 in Y JH filter light curves. A strong
correlation is observed in Y and J, whereas a weaker correlation is seen
in the H band. Best fit lines are overplotted in black. The fit includes
errors on both axes.

Table 2. Values of the coe�cients for correlations between Lmax and t2
in the individual filters.

Filter ai bi

Y 0.041 ± 0.005 �0.065 ± 0.122
J 0.039 ± 0.004 0.013 ± 0.106
H 0.032 ± 0.008 0.282 ± 0.174

In the interest of a clean low extinction sample, we have re-
moved seven objects with E(B�V)host < 0.1 but total E(B�V) �
0.1. Interestingly, several of the excluded objects are amongst
the most luminous SNe Ia in the sample. Even after the removal
of these seven objects, we do not derive a significant correlation
for the H band light curves from our sample. It will have to be
seen, whether future data will reveal a correlation or whether the
H light curves are not as sensitive to the nickel mass as the other
NIR filters. The relations are identical for the full and restricted
sample within the uncertainties listed in Table 2. We combine the
relations from the two bands for extrapolating the values of Lmax
in the following analysis. We assume that the Y band estimate
is equivalent to the value in the J band and calculate the slope
and intercept with the photometry of both filters, which leads to
improved statistics.

3.2. Deriving M56Ni from Lmax

We present three di↵erent methods to derive M56Ni from Lmax:
using Arnett’s rule with an individual rise time for each SN Ia,
using Arnett’s rule with an assumed constant rise time applied to
all SNe Ia, and calculating Lmax from delayed detonation models
with di↵erent M56Ni yields (Blondin et al. 2013). Arnett’s rule
states that at maximum light the bolometric luminosity equals
the instantaneous rate of energy input from the radioactive de-
cays. Any deviations from this assumption are encapsulated in a
parameter ↵ below. It is quite possible that ↵ depends on the
explosion mechanism and shows some variation between ex-
plosions (Branch 1992; Khokhlov et al. 1993). These early pa-
pers found rather wide ranges with 0.75 < ↵ < 1.4 depend-
ing on the exact explosion model and the amount of assumed
mixing (Branch 1992; Khokhlov et al. 1993). More recently
Blondin et al. (2013) found a range of ↵ within 10% of 1 for
delayed detonation models. These models are not applicable for
low-luminosity SNe Ia. If ↵ systematically depends on explosion
characteristics, then the derived nickel masses may su↵er from
a systematic drift not captured in our treatment. These uncer-
tainties must be taken into account for interpreting the derived
56Ni mass.

3.2.1. Arnett’s rule with individual rise times

Arnett’s rule states that the luminosity of the SN at peak is given
by the instantaneous rate of energy deposition from radioactive
decays inside the expanding ejecta (Arnett 1982; Arnett et al.
1985). This is summarized as (Stritzinger et al. 2006a):

Lmax(tR) = ↵E56Ni(tR), (2)

where E56Ni is the rate of energy input from 56Ni and 56Co decays
at maximum, tR is the rise time to bolometric maximum, and ↵
accounts for deviations from Arnett’s Rule. The energy output
from 1 M� of 56Ni is (↵ = 1):

✏Ni(tR, 1 M�) = (6.45⇥1043
e
�tR/8.8+1.45⇥1043

e
�tR/111.3) erg s�1.

(3)

We use the relation for estimates with di↵erent rise times in the
B filter for each SN following,

tR,B = 17.5 � 5 · (�m15 � 1.1) (4)

from Scalzo et al. (2014), which covers the tR,B–�m15 parameter
space of Ganeshalingam et al. (2011). Like Scalzo et al. (2014),
we apply a conservative uncertainty estimate of ±2 days. The
bolometric maximum occurs on average one day before Bmax
(Scalzo et al. 2014).

3.2.2. Arnett’s rule with a fixed rise time

Originally, M56Ni was determined from Lmax for a fixed rise time
of 19 days for all SNe Ia (Stritzinger et al. 2006a). Similar to
these analyses we propagate an uncertainty of ±3 days to ac-
count for the diversity in the rise times. The peak luminosity
then becomes (Stritzinger et al. 2006a)

Lmax = (2.0 ± 0.3) ⇥ 1043(M56Ni/M�) erg s�1. (5)

As described above, we assumed ↵ = 1 (see Stritzinger et al.
2006a; Mazzali et al. 2007), which is the analytical approxima-
tion of Arnett (1982). For the DDC models of Blondin et al.
(2013), ↵ is within 10% of 1 for all but the least luminous model.

A84, page 3 of 8
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Luminosity function of SNe Ia

• SN 2014J test passed

• Potential to determine 
the luminosity function 
and Ni distribution

A&A 588, A84 (2016)

Table 4. Comparison of di↵erent methods of estimating M56Ni for SN 2014J.

MNi (inferred) � Method Reference
0.62 0.13 � ray lines Churazov et al. (2014)
0.56 0.10 � ray lines Diehl et al. (2015)
0.37 . . . Bolometric light curve AV = 1.7 mag Churazov et al. (2014), Margutti et al. (2014)
0.77 . . . Bolometric light curve AV = 2.5 mag Churazov et al. (2014), Goobar et al. (2014)
0.64 0.13 NIR second maximum this work (combined fit)
0.60 0.10 NIR second maximum + measured rise this work

Notes. All measurements assume a distance modulus of 27.64 ± 0.10.

Table 5. M56Ni estimates for objects with high values of E(B � V)host.

S N t2 M56Ni (inferred) M56Ni (lit. val.) Percent di↵erence Referencea

(d) (M� ) (M� )
SN 1986G 16.4 ± 1.4 0.33 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 0.03 15.15 RL92
SN 1998bu 29.9 ± 0.4 0.58 ± 0.12 0.57 1.7 S06b
SN 1999ac 27.0 ± 2.0 0.53 ± 0.12 0.67 ± 0.29 26.4 S06a
SN 2001el 31.2 ± 0.7 0.62 ± 0.12 0.40 ± 0.38 33.8 S06a
SN 2002bo 28.9 ± 0.7 0.56 ± 0.12 0.52 7.1 St05
SN 2003cg 30.2 ± 1.5 0.59 ± 0.13 0.53 10.1 ER06
SN 2003hv 22.3 ± 0.1 0.43 ± 0.11 0.40 ± 0.11 6.9 L09
SN 2006X 28.2 ± 0.5 0.57 ± 0.11 0.50 ± 0.05 12.2 W08
SN 2007if 32.3 ± 0.8 0.65 ± 0.16 1.6 ± 0.1 158.3 S10

Notes. Comparison with independent estimates from the literature are given where available. (a) The references for the M56Ni measurements are
RL92: Ruiz-Lapuente & Lucy (1992); S06a: Stritzinger et al. (2006a); S06b: Stritzinger et al. (2006b); St05: Stehle et al. (2005); ER06: Elias-Rosa
et al. (2006); L09: Leloudas et al. (2009); W08: Wang et al. (2008); S10: Scalzo et al. (2010).

to �17. This is also reflected in our luminosity function (Fig. 3),
where we observe a clear peak at Lmax = 1.3 ⇥ 1043 erg s�1 with
some more luminous objects and a tail to fainter objects. The
range is also comparable to the one found by Li et al. (2011).

In the next step we derive the distribution of M56Ni for all
SNe Ia with su�cient infrared light curve data using Eq. (6) and
a fixed rise time and ↵ = 1. Table 6 and Fig. 3 present the SN Ia
nickel mass function.

6. Discussion and conclusion

Using the relation derived from the low-reddening sample, we
extrapolate an Lmax value for 58 SNe Ia objects having a mea-
sured t2. The estimate of t2, along with this relation, provides
a method of deducing the bolometric peak luminosity, indepen-
dent of a reddening estimate and of a distance measurement (rel-
ative to the calibration of our low-absorption sample) and with-
out requiring multi-band photometry. We thus have established
a reddening-free luminosity function of SNe Ia at peak (Fig. 3).

We established an intrinsic luminosity function and 56Ni
mass distribution for all SNe Ia with a t2 measurement (Table 6).
The distribution of Lmax has a standard deviation of 0.2 ⇥
1043 erg s�1, and M56Ni has a standard deviation of 0.11 M�.
Scalzo et al. (2014) find a similar distribution of M56Ni with a �
of 0.16 M�. We tested our method on SN 2014J, a heavily red-
dened SN Ia in the nearby galaxy M 82, and find good agreement
between the estimates from the �-ray observations (Churazov
et al. 2014; Diehl et al. 2015, see Table 4). Faint, 91bg-like
SNe Ia, which show typically lower luminosities (Filippenko
et al. 1992; Leibundgut et al. 1993), do not display a sec-
ond maximum in their NIR light curves and are not in our
sample. Therefore, the true dispersion in peak luminosity and
M56Ni for SN Ia will likely be larger than what is derived here.

Stritzinger et al. (2006a) find a dispersion of a factor of ⇠10,
since their sample included peculiar SNe Ia, such as SN 1991bg
and SN 1991T.

Our reddening-free estimate of the M56Ni can be compared
to independent 56Ni mass estimates, such as from the late-time
(�200 d) pseudo-bolometric light curve. It should also be pos-
sible to determine the amount of radiation emitted outside the
UVOIR region of the spectrum at late phases and a bolometric
correction (e.g. Leloudas et al. 2009). There are very few ob-
jects for which both NIR data to measure t2 and nebular phase
pseudo-bolometric observations are present, making a quantita-
tive comparison for a sample of objects extremely di�cult. Thus,
we strongly encourage more late-time observations of SN Ia.

The observed Lmax and M56Ni distributions directly connect
to the physical origin of the diversity amongst SNe Ia. A pos-
sible explanation is the di↵erence in the explosion mechanism.
Pure detonations of Mch WDs (Arnett 1969) were seen to be un-
feasible since they burn the entire star to iron group elements
and do not produce the intermediate mass elements (IMEs) ob-
served in SN Ia spectra. Pure deflagrations (e.g. Travaglio et al.
2004) can reproduce observed properties of SNe with M56Ni 
0.4 M�. Deflagration models however, cannot account for SNe
with higher M56Ni and hence, cannot explain the entire distribu-
tion in Fig. 3.

Delayed-detonation models (e.g. Khokhlov 1991; Woosley
1990) are more successful at producing higher M56Ni. In this ex-
plosion model, a subsonic deflagration expands the white dwarf
to create low densities for IMEs to be produced in a supersonic
detonation phase that is triggered at a deflagration-to-detonation
transition density (⇢tr).

Recent 1D studies by Blondin et al. (2013) compare a suite
of Chandrasekhar mass (MCh) delayed detonation models with
observations for SNe with a range of peak luminosities. They
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Coda: SN 2014J
• Stable nickel detected

– NIR nickel line at 1.939!m 450 days after 
maximum

– Estimated "#$ %&'()* ≈ 0.53 ± 0.018 "⊙
roughly 10% of all nickel

Dhawan et al. 2014

[Ni II]

[Co II]

[Fe II]



Universe Cluster Science Week, Dec 5-9, 2016                          Research Area G    Roland Diehl & Bruno Leibundgut

Perspectives of nuclear astrophysics
• Influence of new and exotic phenomena on chemical 

evolution
☞neutron star mergers

• theoretically attractive
• not observed/identified so far

☞massive explosions
• superluminous supernovae

– observed but not understood

• pair-instability supernovae
– predicted but not observed/identified

➔Complex formation histories have to be considered
➔Identification of single enrichment source becomes 

difficult/impossible

Excellence in 2016



Roland’s foresight (2016)

Universe Cluster Science Week, Dec 5-9, 2016                          Research Area G    Roland Diehl & Bruno Leibundgut

Perspectives of nuclear astrophysics
• Test of general relativity in strong gravitational field

☞passage of S2 near the supermassive black hole at the MW center 
in 2018
• detailed observations in preparation à GRAVITY

• Gravitational waves from neutron star mergers
☞beyond the reach of aLIGO/VIRGO à requires LISA

• Chemical evolution studies of stellar subgroups in the Milky 
Way
☞Gaia streams, stellar groups
☞ In- and outflows into the Milky Way

• pristine material vs. local enrichment
• galactic fountains

☞evolution histories of spiral arms vs. bulge



…and another one

Universe Cluster Science Week, Dec 5-9, 2016                          Research Area G    Roland Diehl & Bruno Leibundgut

Perspectives of nuclear astrophysics
• Multi-messenger astrophysics

☞neutrinos, gravitational waves, ultra-high energy radiation, cosmic 
rays
• all related to high-energy events and processes
• new facilities

– IceCube, aLIGO/VIRGO, CTA, Auger
• new connections

– SFB 1258 ”Neutrinos and Dark Matter”

• New views into planetary systems and their evolution
☞young disks, transition disks, debris disks, proto-planets

• ALMA, infrared adaptive optics (VLT/SPHERE)
☞white dwarf chemistry

• planetary material/higher elements on the surface of white 
dwarfs



‘Universe’ to ‘Origins’

• Decided to leave a gap in the evolution 
from energy (early universe) to life

– no nuclear astrophysics

• Exciting science topics need to be 
accommodated in other topics

–multi-messenger astrophysics
• gravitational waves, neutrinos

• neutron star mergers, supernovae



Cosmic Nucleosynthesis Universe vs. Origins 
☞Across the Entire Cycle of Matter: Nuclear Astro-Physics

Observations Modeling

Laboratory 
Experiments


